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Starting Again
Posted by Platchik - 13 May 2019 17:18
_____________________________________

Hi,

I've been on here quite a few month, never posted yet as I didn't feel comfortable. Over the last
3-4 weeks I've fallen (in battle) numerous times, therefore, it now BE DECLARED AND
RESOLVED that we keep our dear friends informed about our upcoming success, IY"H.

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by Platchik - 15 May 2019 13:18
_____________________________________

Welcome platchik! Sounds like you are not so platchik…..Well, I hope one day to be as 'platchik'
as I was at the time of creation. "And G-d created man straight, and they searched for many
calculations/reasoning's" (Koheles ???) We were all created very 'platchik', somewhere along
the way we messed it up.... we are now trying to come full circle, back to where we started...

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by OTR - 16 May 2019 17:08
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 14 May 2019 14:17:

Markz wrote on 14 May 2019 01:22:

Platchik wrote on 13 May 2019 17:18:
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Hi,

I've been on here quite a few month, never posted yet as I didn't feel comfortable. Over the last
3-4 weeks I've fallen (in battle) numerous times, therefore, it now BE DECLARED AND
RESOLVED that we keep our dear friends informed about our upcoming success, IY"H.

?? ??? ???? ?? ????

New Declaration

Let it be known that I have retracted my signature

I think it needs to be notarized to make it official. The GYE notary signs as 'anonymous' and his
commission expires 'not telling you when'  and signs in the county of 'somewhere' should be
able to sign and notarize without any identification required on your part. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by Markz - 16 May 2019 20:43
_____________________________________

OTR wrote on 16 May 2019 17:08:

Markz wrote on 14 May 2019 14:17:

Markz wrote on 14 May 2019 01:22:

Platchik wrote on 13 May 2019 17:18:
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Hi,

I've been on here quite a few month, never posted yet as I didn't feel comfortable. Over the last
3-4 weeks I've fallen (in battle) numerous times, therefore, it now BE DECLARED AND
RESOLVED that we keep our dear friends informed about our upcoming success, IY"H.

?? ??? ???? ?? ????

New Declaration

Let it be known that I have retracted my signature

I think it needs to be notarized to make it official. The GYE notary signs as 'anonymous' and his
commission expires 'not telling you when'  and signs in the county of 'somewhere' should be
able to sign and notarize without any identification required on your part. 

A formal demand will have to be passed to the moderator to delete this offending post. Much
too many personal details were disclosed. 

It will lead others on Gye to assume their identify is at risk too. 

MUST RUSH!

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by Platchik - 13 Jun 2019 12:42
_____________________________________

Hi there,

Been off here for the last month or so. Had quite a few nasty falls, slipped a few times and threw
myself down some other times (sometimes only till the ground, other times I dug a very deep
hole into the ground to go in).... Today, I checked my account and realized I've not been here
for 30 days... which is really a shame (that I fell), I could've been up to Level 5 - Giboir Koach
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Oisah Devoroi -, instead THIS VERY MINUTE/SECOND we are holding by Level 1 - Illmolei
HaKadosh Baruch Huh Ozroi LO Yochoil Loi - Were it not for G-d's help, Man would not be able
to deal with his eivel inclination (a.k.a Yetzer HoRoh). As I finish writing this I come to the
realization that I have now have a much deeper experience of this Ma'amar Chaazal....

   Please leave your thoughts on this....

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by Markz - 13 Jun 2019 17:38
_____________________________________

We will keep on WINNING and WINNING and WINNING, until you'll all just say "Mr. President,
we're just so tired of winning."

(President Donald J. Trump)

We will keep on LOSING and LOSING and LOSING, until we lose our pants."

(Karl)

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by Platchik - 13 Jun 2019 22:23
_____________________________________

Well, I guess this part has come true - otherwise we would not even know this site existed. It is
now time to start fighting (the right way), winning is up to Hashem

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by Platchik - 13 Jun 2019 22:46
_____________________________________
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just now had a look at some the Tools here on GYE.

Tool 1, STOP. - The way I look at it is that we have already stopped acting-out/lusting by
actually coming here, now we need stay on track. The track is filled with all sorts of hurdles,
obstacles, bumps and pits, and much much more, but we are already on track.... Imagine s/o
says "I will not earn £1,000,000, BECAUSE, the tax man is gonna come and take his share, or,
potentially I might in 2 weeks time lose some of it", what would we think of such a person???
"When the going is good - ENJOY IT"...

  So too, we have already stopped, be it 1 minute ago, 1 hour, or whenever it is that we stopped,
now we can't say "I'm gonna act-out/look at ...../fantasise about ....., BECAUSE, the Tax-Man
(Evil inclination) will come for his share, or, I might possibly have a slip in the future", How do
we think of such a person??? "when the going is good - ENJOY IT", what do we do when it gets
rough...???

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by ColinColin - 16 Jun 2019 02:00
_____________________________________

When the going gets rough, be nice to yourself.

Do something you enjoy...from reading a book, to davening, to exercise, to socialising etc.

========================================================================
====

Re: Starting Again
Posted by Readyforhelp - 16 Jun 2019 03:05
_____________________________________
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When the going gets rough reach out to the connections you've made here.

========================================================================
====
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